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Abstract—In a world of sharp transformation driven by digital technologies, 

education is facing a paradigm shift that exposes vulnerabilities and threats of 

Open Education models in the face of the trend of commodification. This article 

seeks to offer useful insights into the threats, challenges, and opportunities for 

open universities and massive online open courses in the digital revolution. The 

methodology followed a systematic content review of literature. With the ad-

vent of the internet, we have verified a profound transformation in the way we 

communicate and produce within the academics. The digital revolution favored 

the freedom of access to information. The digital revolution poses challenges 

but also opens up unprecedented opportunities for democratization and accessi-

bility. The transformation process of open universities has to maintain the refer-

ential of the profound incorporation of pedagogical and technological innova-

tion based on research and seek new strategies of organization and definition of 

quality, to guarantee its relevance and leadership in the pursuit of the massifica-

tion of higher education. 

Keywords—Open universities, pedagogy, technology, the digital revolution, 

MOOCs 

1 Introduction 

Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs) have emerged as a new educational tool 

in the higher education sector, due massiveness and open source information [1]. 

Open universities are generally government-run institutions [2]. According to [2], 

open universities are highly politicised institutions that emerged due to the incapacity 

of the higher education sector to meet the challenge of modernity. Higher education 

over the years has evolved to incorporate three attributes commonly reffered to as 

openness, massiveness and ubiquitousness [1]. These attributes have been predomi-

nantly evident in courses called Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [1]. The 
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possibility of creating and sharing knowledge increases every day, and to attract new 

audiences, the educational agents have been diversifying their offer, offering courses 

in the distance modality and combining virtual learning with the in-person regime, 

resorting to Online open and Massive courses, especially the English Massive Open 

Online Course (MOOC). MOOCs have three important attributes, they are “massive”, 

in terms of student capacity, they are “open” meaning that anyone can enrol and in-

formation is not ristricted and lastly they are “online courses” available to anyone 

with internet access [3]. 

This trend has brought new challenges and the need to differentiate the identity of 

the Open University (UAb). We are witnessing a competition between conventional 

higher educational institutions (HEI), which misconstrues the concept of open learn-

ing, online, and distance learning, thus distorting their application. The target audi-

ence of these courses are specific, well structured, and generally, seek a certified 

higher education as a solution to their professional and personal goals. However, the 

commercialization of education is proliferous, and the threats to accessibility and 

fairness are felt globally. This expansion needs a large contribution to the distance and 

open education modalities. In this global higher education challenge, open universities 

can be the nuclear vehicle of expansion, especially in the face of the sustainability 

challenges defined by the United Nations. An advantage of distance education is that 

it is customised for students. This notion is supported by [4] who suggested that stu-

dents are at the center of the distance education eco-system and are key in driving the 

process. 

Open universities have made lifelong learning respectable for the first time in 

higher education, changing the mindset about opportunities for access to higher edu-

cation. Open universities have also innovated through the use of technologies, first 

with the means of classical broadcasting as Radio Television, and for 30 years with 

the challenges and opportunities of the digital revolution. Another important aspect of 

the pioneering of open universities was the innovation of educational logistics, with 

the offer of pedagogical services in scale, with efficiency and quality. The educational 

logistics was, in fact, a discipline created by open universities. The scale was another 

important feature of the open universities. Its goal of providing educational opportuni-

ties to as many students as possible implies growth and continuous expansion of ser-

vices and capacities. This attitude contributed to modifying the mentality of higher 

education. 

The work is thus structured: first, we will discuss the digital revolution and the tra-

jectories of open universities, and address the emerging technologies in distance edu-

cation. In point three we will make a brief presentation of the new pedagogical gener-

ation of digital education. In point four, the threats of the digital revolution for open 

education will be addressed, and in point five, we will point out the challenges, oppor-

tunities, and strategies to achieve the success of the expansion and accessibility of 

higher education that guide the mission of Open universities. 
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2 Literature Review  

2.1 The digital revolution and the trajectories of open universities 

The digital revolution, along with vast structural changes in higher education, led 

to the erosion of the advantages of pioneering and leadership that open universities 

enjoyed in distance learning during their first 25 years of existence [5]. The threats 

and challenges created by the current scenario demonstrate several weaknesses inher-

ent in the institutional consolidation of partially stalled and complacent models. These 

threats put not only in question the ability of open universities to contribute to the 

UN's sustainability goals, but also in some cases their own survival. To face these 

challenges requires profound transformations that cultivate a culture of deep incorpo-

ration of innovation and leadership. The question is: the institutional model that has 

been innovative and has been in action for 50 years, is it suitable for the future? The 

Open University (OU) of the United Kingdom, the mother of all open universities, 

marks 50 years of existence in 2019. Although there are reasons for celebration, there 

are also reasons for concern [6]. The number of students has declined, about 33% 

since 2010. This reduction causes severe stress in the institution, with loss of human 

and economic resources, and puts it in an unsustainable situation. The number of 

students currently stabilized, but the target audience over the 50 years who sought in 

the UK or personal development opportunities, has disappeared, and this has ceased to 

fulfill its lifelong learning role. In Europe, this model also undergoes governmental 

scrutiny. Four of the European open universities are under threat of closure.  

However, it is not all bad news because two of the European open universities are 

experiencing vigorous growth. The panorama is mixed and it is necessary to reflect on 

this model in a skeptical and inquisitor way. What is still valid in this model, in view 

of the changes recorded in the current teaching environment? Is it a suitable model for 

the next period? To answer these questions, more research is needed on EaD policies 

and Strategies [6]. In this path, it is necessary to rethink the concept of open educa-

tion, which has several constituent elements in rapid development, such as open edu-

cational resources (REA), open educational Practices (EAP), the Massive Open 

Online Course (MOOC), and Incorporation of non-formal qualifications in the HEI 

(higher education institutions). It is also necessary to analyze the emerging trends of 

informal learning at the margins of the institutions and incorporate them into innova-

tive, collaborative and more student-centered curricula, then redesign the structures of 

the degree conferring courses, whose little flexibility and duration marginalize a large 

part of lifelong learning. 

Having as its starting point the philosophy and modus operandi expressed in the 

missions of open universities, several threats and weaknesses of the current models 

are identified, but there are also great valences and virtues that can be constituted in 

forces of equity and accessibility in the massification of higher education. The UAb 

Virtual pedagogical model is based on four pillars: student-centered learning; flexibil-

ity, interaction, and digital inclusion [7]. The Virtual pedagogical model of UAb [7], 

goes against the model that [8] initially proposed. The model assumes that learning 

occurs in the community, through the interaction of the three interconnected nuclear 
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components, and is based on the constructivist paradigm. The Constructivist princi-

ples advocate the focus on the student and the belief that all information and learning 

are conceptualized through experiences and interactions in the Virtual Learning Envi-

ronment (AVA) because the social context substantially affects the nature of pedagog-

ical activities and their results. One of the main concerns of Constructivism is the way 

the student interacts with his/her environment. In the research community (CdI), the 

community is represented by students and teachers participating in the AVA.  

The investigation represents the process through which students obtain new 

knowledge and understanding of the curriculum. To acquire this new knowledge, the 

elements of the community have to act and interact through their social, cognitive and 

teaching presences. This model emerged and was made possible by the technologies 

that emerged with the digital revolution. In the present, characterized by many as the 

entry of the post-digital era, there are some pillars that remain as conductive wires of 

coherence since the beginning of the open distance education. However, there are also 

several salient trends that will shape the future of the sector, several of them already 

with translation and applicability in existing pedagogies and technologies. The master 

lines transversal to the accelerated change of the current paradigm meet in the con-

cepts of openness, diversity, flexibility, personalization, quality, and authentication 

and will inevitably have to sustain itself in the pillars of research and innovation, 

pedagogical and technological. 

The technologies used for learning are increasingly cheap and distributed and are 

progressively more controlled by students [9]. The evolution of e-learning since the 

definition of the Edinburgh sceneries [10], shows that there will not be a single uni-

form future for this field. Distinguished in four categories, these scenarios were de-

signed to be neutral in relation to digital technologies employed and, after 15 years, its 

predictive character and accuracy are reaffirmed. The scenarios referred to are as 

follows: 

 Virtually Vanilla – eLearning Technologies controlled by large companies and 

institutions; 

 Back to the future – a return to traditional values and classroom education, promot-

ed by the loss of confidence in eLearning; 

 Web of confidence – the Web offers people new forms of collaborative learning 

and work, leading to decentralization and a shift of power out of large organiza-

tions; 

 U Choose – A world where people are frustrated by new technologies and reject 

them but find new ways to regain control of their learning and increase their inde-

pendence from central authorities. 

As the study of the generations of EaD also demonstrates, the emergence of a new 

pedagogical generation does not cause the extinction of the former; On the contrary, 

they coexist, expanding through the new possibilities conferred by technology [11]. 

The technologies evolve through a process of construction and recombination. Each 

innovation is supported in the previous and in turn, opens new possibilities for inno-

vation, as well as constraints, limitations, and threats. It is therefore expected that all 

Edinburgh scenarios persist and originate new forms of digital learning, some of them 
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already in the process of current creation and growth. No scenario will dominate the 

others, for they will all find their niches. The borders are also struggling because alt-

hough the institutions maintain the tendency to centralize in Learning Management 

Systems (LMS), both students and teachers use increasingly personal learning net-

works supported by social networks, informal and formal learning platforms. Diversi-

ty will be the most salient feature of the future of Pedagogies and the organization of 

EaD. 

On the other hand, the replication of the forms of teacher control of the pedagogi-

cal models in the eLearning, through the LMS platforms and evaluation activities, 

undergo challenges of conception and design of practices that allow to regain the 

motivation lost by the perception of lack of control of the process and alienation of 

the interest of the participants. Several experiments carried out, for example in 

MOOCs, reveal the inherent weakness of the tendency. Even with mature, competent 

and skilled students, when they withdraw control, certification, and accreditation of 

online courses based on classroom pedagogies, they demonstrate their lack of evident 

value in the low rates of success and Completion of the participants. 

2.2 Emerging technologies in distance education 

EaD can (and must) be a choreographed dance and carefully orchestrated between 

technology and pedagogy [12]. The emergence of information and communication 

technology have created a revolutionary disruption [13]. In terms of technology, sev-

eral initiatives are identified that will open up great possibilities for the future. The 

"Next Generation Digital Learning Environment" by Educause [14] and the "Learning 

and Performance Support System" in development by the National Research Council 

of Canada [15], are very real examples of tendency to focus on individualization and 

customization of highly sustained learning in the network. This trend aligns with the 

growing and long-announced relevance [16] of the realization of personal learning 

environments or personal learning atmospheres (PLEs). Many technological advances 

will enable this pedagogical innovation, highlighting the following [9]: 

 Analysis of learning data and information flows through adaptive and customizable 

hypermedia 

 Collective Technologies (collaborative filters, labels and labels semi and custom-

ized, reputation systems, research algorithms, and network mining, etc.) that enable 

the communication of many to one. 

 Deep learning and artificial intelligence will enable intelligent mentoring systems 

and already offer contextual help and automatic translation 

 Disaggregated, compatible and interoperable tools and services will overcome 

monolithic LMS and facilitate the collection and aggregation of digital evidence of 

learning activities to enable the emergence of competence accreditation systems 

distributed in networks 

 Mobility and diversity of devices, which will enable the paradigm shift to learning 

embodied in the daily reality and independent of time and space 
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 Internet of things and ubiquitary computation will allow a growing interaction 

between people and objects 

 Virtual and augmented reality and 3D printing will increasingly merge the real 

with the virtual, creating learning scenarios of high authenticity and increasingly 

imbuing teaching with genuine experiences, engaging and inspiring.’ 

Data analysis, collective technologies and artificial intelligence will facilitate the 

delegation of many teaching processes to computational agents, making it possible to 

scale and massify the educational offer without compromise of quality. The break-

down goes against two overlapping tendencies, of easing and increased control of the 

educational process to the student [9]. This opening will broaden the educational of-

ferings beyond the traditional institutional boundaries and will allow the customiza-

tion of learning environments. The mobility and diversity of devices with immersion 

and overlapping of the Web in physical reality are supported by the aforementioned 

trends, but further expand the possibilities of eLearning leaving the classrooms, free-

ing it from computers Personal and secretaries. These technologies will ultimately 

allow you to incorporate eLearning in the real world, in the everyday flow of all peo-

ple, anywhere and at any time. This tendency represents the extinction of several 

aspects of the control of learning by the traditional teacher, demanding the creation of 

pedagogies that recognize the new paradigm of profound incorporation, without sepa-

ration between life and education. 

2.3 The new pedagogical generation of digital education 

In this technological context, [17] have nicknamed the new pedagogical generation 

of "holistic generation", not only by the integration of previous pedagogical genera-

tions but also by the profound integration of pedagogy in all aspects of the students' 

lives. This new generation of pedagogies, teaching and learning methods will un-

doubtedly focus predominantly on the student's individuality, and social networks will 

be the central means of the personalization process. The integration of social networks 

into institutional structures of education will enable the creation of individualized and 

highly adaptable academic pathways to the needs of each student. By maintaining the 

clear structure of the learning objectives provided by the institutional curricula and 

supervision while combining it with new ways of sharing the control of the educa-

tional process and of learning experiences, it will be possible to increase the quality 

and efficiency of education and at the same time positively influence students' motiva-

tion. 

This transition requires great effort in research and development for the design of 

pedagogical methods. Learners require guidence along the educational process [18]. 

As data analysis becomes an increasingly powerful tool in teaching, the creation of 

pedagogical methods will often emerge from the data collected, not only from draw-

ings supported by theories defined as a priority. It is highly possible that the new 

generation of pedagogies is discovered rather than invented [9]. However, the transi-

tion also requires research and policy development for the creation of educational 

informatics tools that aggregate the learning activities distributed in the network and 
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validate the certification of education combined with the closed institutional frame-

works. The breakdown will lead to a redefinition of the teacher's role, since it loses 

some control, becoming a service provider. Depending on the context and phase of 

the teaching process, the teacher may have valences from the direct orchestration, but 

his model, guide and learning support functions will gain relief. The breakdown will 

also create challenges related to the granularity and accreditation of the courses, as the 

organizational structure of the institutions becomes flexible to allow the customized 

academic pathways. 

2.4 Digital revolution threats to open education 

As major technological opportunities arise for the expansion and fairness of educa-

tion in an opening model, the threats that expose the weaknesses of the open universi-

ties model are also growing, as is summarised in table 1. Open universities are faced 

with a paradox between the mercantilism of private education, the pressures of sur-

veillance capitalism on the one hand, and the effort to increase the openness of public 

science and education by another [19]; [9]. This fight will continue among agents 

seeking profit in digital education at any cost, and the people and institutions that 

consider knowledge as a social good gains value as it is distributed in an open way. 

The spirit of innovation that defined the genesis of open universities is losing itself 

over time, as institutions grow and settle. The erosion of the advantage of the first 

move is happening, in the face of the digital change [6]. Most traditional universities 

already accept a combination of the in-person model with independent study formats 

based on e-learning and offer blended programs. The private sector has also not ad-

hered to these modalities. They have been applied irresponsibly by people without 

skills in EaD and there have been several cases of misapplication and malpractice of 

these modalities, which has stripped them of credibility in the eyes of society. The 

challenge of Open Universities is in the maintenance of their identity as innovators of 

higher education. The generalization of MOOCs by default of open universities is 

emblematic and poses a major threat. There are many criticisms of the MOOCs, but 

they have stirred the world in an undeniable and inescapable way. It was not the inten-

tion of open universities to originate this phenomenon, but there was a reaction of 

wounded pride because they had felt outdated in their mission to innovate and invent 

new ways of educating. After the initial period, open universities accepted and even 

somewhat embraced the MOOCs, having corrected some flaws and adjusted the tra-

jectory with qualitative improvements. 

3 Research Methodology  

The research adopted a quantitative systematic review of literature on open educa-

tion. Data was collected from articles published from 2000 to 2019 hosted in popular 

academic databases that include Scopus and the International Bibliography of the 

Social Science (IBSS). Unique keywords namely “Massive Online Open Courses”, 

“Open Universities” and “Higher Education” were used to screen for relevant results 
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(articles) for review. Relevant information was extracted from abstracts/ full papers. 

The majority of research used was obtained from the following journals: International 

Journal of Interactive Mobile Technologies, European Journal of Open, Distance and 

E-learning, International Journal of Educational Technology in Higher Education, 

Italian Journal of Educational Technology, eLearning Papers and International Journal 

of Emerging Technologies In Learning. A key inclusion criteria for the systmatically 

selected papers was to include particially or wholly the idea of open/ online education 

or technology in education in line the the study’s objective.  

3.1 Document exploitation  

In addition to the aforementioned sources of information that where utilized. The 

researchers conducted document exploitation. As put forward by [20], literature from 

documented material should be viewed equally the same as field notes. The same 

point was buttressed by [21], [22] who referred to documented literature as “every-

thing is data” and [23] who asserted that a “cache of archival material” is equivalent 

to a collection of interviews and field notes. In this study the researchers reviewed 

documents with literature on open university policies, Teaching and Learning model 

for open universities, open university transformational documents, information posted 

on open universities official websites. These documents served two purposes. Firstly, 

they were treated as another source of data collection. Secondly, as noted by [24], 

prior reading provided models to help the researchers make sense of the data gathered 

on open universities. The following section provides the discussion for the present 

research.  

4 Discussion  

4.1 Challenges, opportunities, and strategies for the future 

The digital revolution has brought changes to all fields, including education. It is 

currently ubiquitary, as is evident by the presence of LMSs in all universities. So what 

differentiates open universities? How do you keep them in the leadership of educa-

tion? Open universities need to reformulate their innovation policies and strategies so 

that they can remain active and relevant in their mission to educate the world fairly 

and affordably. It is necessary to rethink innovation. Open universities should be 

institutions of embedded innovation [6], where constant and continuous innovation is 

incorporated into the culture of management, strategic planning, and educational prac-

tices. At first, open universities understood that traditional teaching and learning 

models were inadequate for their mission, and innovated, both in the technologies 

employed and in the construction and development of pedagogical theories and prac-

tices. However, in the face of threats, it is necessary to reinvent open universities. 

They cannot remain in the model for 30 years, and for this change, it is necessary to 

put innovation at the heart of its institutional culture. The challenge of open universi-

ties is to ensure that they cease to be complacent and regain the status of the most 
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innovative institutions in the way of combining technologies to find new solutions. It 

is necessary to develop leadership at all levels, and at the international level, it is nec-

essary to cultivate the distributed leadership [5]. It is also necessary to develop the 

vocational training of teachers. More attention is needed to the surrounding environ-

ment, for early detection of changes and strategic planning. It is necessary to define 

development and quality of new forms and dominate the quality agenda of higher 

education, since quality has been defined based on simplistic, antiquated, incomplete 

and asymmetric criteria that do not emphasize the important role and the capacities of 

open universities, which have the quality referential aimed at inclusion, lifelong learn-

ing, and sustainability. 

It is necessary to develop the potential of ICT and incorporate them at all levels of 

the institution. One of the ways to innovate at this level that is already underway in 

open universities is to create more evolved personal learning environments, which 

integrate traditional LMS with social networks. Social networks are a source of enor-

mous innovation. Recent research results on its use in the field of education are en-

couraging [25]. In the last 15 years, several professors and several institutions have 

used social networks to amplify their LMSs in the learning process, and it is possible 

to identify several benefits: timely notifications, increase in social presence, increased 

academic integration in the real world, network effects and background conversations, 

increased persistence, satisfaction, and learning perception. The use of social net-

works has the potential to achieve the goal of integrating the school into the real life 

of students and teachers, which extends naturally to the surrounding societies and 

aligns with the philosophy and mission of open universities. In the current panorama 

of accelerated but often unstructured incorporation of new technologies in education, 

open universities also have the opportunity to remain in the leadership of innovation 

and research for the development of pedagogies, practices, and policies that sustain 

and guide social learning [19]. 

In view of the investment capacity of large companies, which can easily take ad-

vantage of the commercial cloud and big data services, coupled with the most aggres-

sive copyright protection tools, open universities need to be innovative in the way 

they are positioned in society and how they relate to other higher education institu-

tions. The breakdown and the granular autonomy of online education systems can be 

effective strategies to reduce costs while maintaining the quality of education [26], 

[27]. With the new support policy infrastructure defined from the Open Edu project, 

open Education in the HEI is conceived in ten dimensions, including the resources 

and the repositories of free access in a broader concept of modernization of education 

boosted by digital technologies [28]. The goal is to remove barriers, promote trans-

parency for the sharing of practices that allow broadening access and participation to 

all, making learning accessible, abundant and customizable. In this context of in-

creased openness, implementation of shared practices and collaborative, networked 

work organization, open universities have the opportunity to play a driving force of 

change - thanks to their profound technical knowledge, human potential, and culture 

of open practices. This role can be played in various ways, namely as leaders in the 

adoption of practices, definition of policies, and in the training and education of scien-

tific agents [29]. However, in order to take advantage of these opportunities, universi-
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ties dedicated to distance education need to transform and adopt a new organizational 

approach, such as structured learning organizations in open networks [27]. 

In the context of competition for students' attention, the most dynamic educational 

resources, which could be modified, adapted and shared freely, have a great ad-

vantage over the closed resources. However, these practices have insufficient adop-

tion, and there is still a widespread lack of knowledge of these concepts in the [27]. 

Open universities, such as policy leaders, PEA and REA, have a broad competitive 

advantage, especially at this moment of convergence of open education and open 

science movements, to serve as references to the principles of transparency, collabora-

tion, and openness of knowledge. Open universities have to face this tremendous 

opportunity as one of their priorities, considering that the REA is pedagogies and 

disruptive technologies [26] that align directly with the mission of fairness and acces-

sibility in education. 

Table 1.  SWOT Analysis for Open Universities. 

Forces 

● Dedication to openness, flexibility, and 
accessibility 

● Gender equality in recruitment 

● Dedication to technology-boosted learning 
(TEL). 

Opportunities 

● Alignment of the UN's sustainable development 
goals to 2030 with the global expansion of higher 

education 

● Restoration and redefinition of the quality 
concept in the systems of higher education in mass 

● Lead the development of study plans for 

sustainability. 

Weaknesses 

● Completion and graduation rates 
● Reputation and brand 

● A slowdown in innovation capacity by the 

resistance of human frames to change. 

Threats 

● Governmental disinterest by the models of open 
universities 

The interest of other universities in digital learning 

(e.g.: MOOCs) 
New mixed and part-time teaching offerings from 

established universities 

New online universitiesOpening of markets to 
foreign agents of higher education. 

Source: [6]  

This study’s implications are centered around three themes: theoretical implica-

tions, practical implications and policy implications. 

4.2 Theoretical implications  

The current study attempted to undertake a research in an often most neglected 

context of open universities and (MOOCs) but yet an important sector of the higher 

institutions of learning around the world. Hence, the present investigation offers sug-

gestions for academics, as it makes a significant contribution to the open learning and 

technology enhanced learning literature by systematically exploring the threats, chal-

lenges, and opportunities for open universities and massive online open courses in the 

digital revolution.  
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4.3 Practical implications 

On the practitioners’ side, this investigation presents ways in which open universi-

ty managers can improve their institutions. Given the threat of other universities in 

digital learning (e.g.: MOOCs); administrators of open universities could focus on 

corporate entrepreneurship with innovation in mind, which will eventually enhance 

the business performance of open universities. [30] elucidates that corporate entrepre-

neurship is the process when a person or a team develops a new business unit within 

an existing business through identification of a new opportunity or business idea. 

Therefore an organization like an open university can venture into corporate entrepre-

neurship where it can engage itself in an entrepreneurial activity within its existing 

business which is providing education. It means of administrators of open universities 

can have a competitive edge over newly established open university, as they will be 

having a variable of offers, in terms of their services. Other implications are that man-

agement of open Universities will learn and change for the better in the way they are 

doing their things and focus more on corporate entrepreneurship as it brings more 

money to the institution, student learning and research. 

4.4 Policy implications  

This study offers suggestions for strategists who seek improve the offering of mas-

sive online open courses and the performance of open universities. It is therefore 

imperative to offer a competitive quality of education from the students’ perspective 

[31]. In addition, the implementation of technology in education provides potential for 

success [32]. The outcomes obtained from this research can be utilized to produce 

new policies or revise existing policies. For example, this study has confirmed that 

there is an opportunity for restoration and redefinition of the quality concept in the 

systems of higher education in mass. This will definitely enhance the crafting of new 

policies pertaining to the quality concept in the systems of higher education. 

5 Limitations and Future Research Opportunities 

Despite the germane insights offered by this study, this study had limitations which 

are expected to lead to future research. Although this study fills a gap in the academia, 

by highlighting the threats, weakness, opportunities and forces. It should be noted that 

this study only focused on a systematic review of literature. Hence to obtain other 

insightful results, precisely more illuminating and more extravagant information, 

future examinations ought to conduct interviews with leaders of Open Universities 

and instructors of Massive Online Open Courses. Nevertheless, the results discovered 

in this study may help to decide on future directions. For instance, institutions of 

higher education can take to make optimal use of Massive Online Open Courses, and 

at the same time avoiding the threats as much as possible. There is also an opportunity 

for open education where less traditional lecturing and more facilitative and guided 
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approaches to education can find a place in this new landscape of online learning 

where increased fees for established models may act as a deterrent to students. 

6 Conclusion 

Through the critical evaluation of these institutions in the global educational pano-

rama, we identify the need for profound and imminent transformations. These trans-

formations open up several paths of challenges and opportunities for the strengthening 

of open education. Through a huge effort of change, it will be possible to maintain the 

inescapable role of these institutions in promoting the growth and sustainability of 

higher education. At the time when a decisive law project is being discussed to rede-

fine the role of the Open University of Portugal, it must actively pursue the goal of 

maintaining itself as a leader in innovation and quality, so that it can continue to de-

fine the future of distance education and digital learning. 
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